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Executive Summary
This deliverable lays the grounds of the various layers of the dReDBox architecture and specifies
the interfaces exposed by each layer. For dReDBox, this is a vital step to enable division of work
within work packages implementing the various layers – specifically WP3, WP4 and WP5 – while
facilitating interoperability during whole-system integration. The interfaces described in this
document are directly derived from the requirements outlined in deliverable D2.1 and comply with
the architecture specified in D2.3. Compared to v1.0 of this deliverable, this new version (v1.1)
explicitly tracks down the connections between objectives, requirements and interfaces, links
interfaces to the architectural components in D2.3, and improves on the consistency of the overall
naming conventions. Major changes compared to v1.0 are marked via blue text. The deliverable
also presents first results of exploring the impact of certain system parameters and target operating
points of the whole system to the application use-cases that dReDBox employs as proof of value.
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1 Introduction
This is the first of two deliverables describing the operational layers and interfaces in the dReDBox
system. In this first iteration, the main system layers are identified and, following a top-down
approach, software and hardware interfaces across layers are specified. The type and functionality
of interfaces derives directly from the dReDBox requirements [1] and system architecture [2];
across this document we will explicitly emphasize the connection between the requirements that
drive the need for specific interfaces or interface groups and the architectural component that is
responsible to implement them. For the same rationale, the definition of interfaces resembles
functional specification, allowing for various approaches and options when it comes to interfaceinternal implementation and organization. In the context of dReDBox, the implementation design
and prototyping of the interfaces is carried out in the respective work packages (WP3 for network
and memory, WP4 for system software and orchestration, WP5 for platform management).The last
section also provides an overview of the first application profiling results and analyses how these
results will influence example applications execution. More accurate and refined descriptions of
layers and interfaces and additional profiling results will be reported in the next iteration of this
deliverable in month 18.

2 dReDBox layers
The dReDBox project ambitiously aims at building its disaggregated datacenter vision by fully
designing and developing its vertical architectural stack, starting from bricks, dTRAYs and network
design, up to the end-user level service interface. In order to handle the complexity derived from
such an articulated architecture, we divide and classify the interactions among system components
into four layers1 and describe the main system use cases facilitated by their interfaces and the
interactions between them. The block diagram in Figure 1 depicts the layers mapping them on the
dReDBox architecture, as previously defined in deliverable D2.3 [2]. The figure also shows the
interfaces exposed at each layer, assigning them a symbolic name that will be used throughout this
and upcoming documents, and showing their relationship with other interfaces.
The four dReDBox operational layers are:

Throughout, we liberally use the term “layer” to refer to groups/structures of components or modules that
collectively offer a substantial, standalone service to the entire system. The nomenclature resembles more of
the trending datacentre stack implementation and does not directly abide by textbook or implementing
standard taxonomies (e.g. ISO/OSI, user/kernel etc.). The latter will occur within the individual
implementation work packages.
1
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1. User layer. The user layer captures the interfaces that dReDBox exposes to its end-users,
i.e., those that expose functionality to actually request resources in terms of virtual
machines and use them for target workloads. This set of interfaces responds to
requirement of using VMs as the workload deployment as stated directly in the project
objective Obj-4.1 in the dReDBox DoW [3]. Note that the term “end-user” refers to the
typical user of an Infrastructure-as-a-Service offering, which may be either a human actor
or a machine-controlled actor such as e.g. an auto-scaling service of a Platform-as-aService solution [4].
2. Platform Management layer. The platform management layer includes all the interfaces
that govern the global orchestration of dReDBox disaggregated resources responding to
the Orchestration software requirements specified in D2.1 – Section 3.4 [1] and
implemented by the set of orchestration tools defined in D2.3 – Section 5.3.1 [2]. It includes
interfaces to request resource allocation in terms of compute, memory and acceleration
bricks (called dCOMPUBRICK, dMEMBRICK and dACCELBRICK, correspondingly), but
also interfaces for system administration, including registration of physical IT resources
across the datacenter.
3. Operating System layer. In the dReDBox architecture, dCOMPUBRICKs run a
customized operating system and hypervisor that are aware of resource disaggregation and
cooperate with other kernel and user space components to facilitate composition of
disaggregated resources (see D2.3 – Section 5.3.2 [2], and D2.1 – Section 3.4 [1]). The
operating system software layer defines the main interactions between these components.
4. Memory and Interconnect Layer. An overarching requirement of the dReDBox system is
dynamic reconfigurability not only at software level (see above) but also at hardware level,
as explicitly identified in the hardware platform, network, and memory requirements (see
D2.1 [1] – Sections 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3). To this purpose, many of the system hardware
components need to be reconfigured at runtime, according to the mechanisms outlined in
D2.3 [2] in Sections 2.2, 2.3, and 3. This includes Programmable Logic (PL) at dBRICKs of
all 3 types (D2.3 [2] – Section 2.2) and reconfigurable network interconnection switches
(D2.3 [2] – Sections 2.3 and 3). This layer describes the interfaces that reconfigurable
hardware will expose to enable dynamic reconfiguration together with adopted protocols.
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Figure 1 - dReDBox layers and cross-layer interfaces.

3 Cross-layer interfaces and operational semantics
This section focuses on the specification of the main interfaces exposed by the dReDBox operation
layers, as shown in Figure 1. The description is structured in four sub-sections, one per operational
layer, each reporting in a uniform tabular format the corresponding layer’s interface. In particular,
for each interface, the table defines a unique identifier, an interface type – which specifies whether
the interface will be implemented in software or hardware, its invocation method – which,
optionally, hints for a candidate implementation technology and/or protocol used to carry out
interaction with the interface endpoint; also, a short functional description – which describes the
service offered by the interface. Finally, each interface table provides the list of the high level
operations that it will support; for the sake of clarity, this document strives to use a uniform notation
to describe these operations weakly, following, wherever possible, UML [5] notation for method
invocation independently of the type of interface; this format allows to uniformly specify the
expected input and output information for each operation. Please note that these signatures are
not intended to exactly match those that may be actually implemented in the prototype; instead,
10
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these provide a functional guideline about operational semantics, and they will be refined in followup phases of the project.

3.1 User layer
dReDBox aims at exposing two main means for a user to interact with the system:
1.

A portable (possibly REST) API accessible from programming environments that exposes
the main user and management services.

2.

A Web Dashboard, which lets users perform key actions for interacting with the
infrastructure, using a graphical user interface (subset of actions users could perform
through the API).

The base actions that end-users can perform on the system are:
Define VMs, by specifying the amount of computing and memory resources, plus, possibly,
additional constraints.
Start and tear-down VMs
The interface exposed by the User layer is shown in Table 1.
Interface ID

S11

Interface Type

Software

Invocation Method

REST and Web Dashboard

Fulfilling Objective/Requirement

Objective 4.1 DoW [3]

Implementing architectural

IaaS Scheduler [2]

component
Operational Description
End-user interface, exported by the IaaS Scheduler/Manager component of dReDBox, allows
end-users to request/release platform resources in terms of VMs, exposes operations to
define, start, stop, and access VMs.
Indicative Operations
Operation
create_vm (user, vm_descr) : vm_handle

Description
Allocate and start a new VM that matches the
provided description (e.g., number of vcpus,
memory, and accelerator requirements) for a
particular user. Returns a handle to the VM,
i.e., information on how to access it and/or
manage its lifecycle.

release_vm (user, vm_handle): void

Stop a running VM and release its resources.
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start_vm (user, vm_handle): void

Boot a VM.

stop_vm (user, vm_handle): void

Halt a VM.

Table 1. User layer: user front-end.

Virtual machine definition
A user acquires resources by requesting VMs. The main parameters used to describe a VM
request (vm_descr) are number of virtual CPUs and memory requirements. While the description
of the amount of VCPUs required is straightforward, the amount of memory is specified according
to two different parameters, i.e., initial memory and maximum memory. The two parameters work
together to allow dynamic memory rebalancing among running VMs. Maximum memory specifies
the maximum amount of memory that the VM will ever request, while initial memory specifies the
minimum amount of memory that the VM will ever have allocated.
These parameters only represent a minimum set of required description for the VM; the system will
figure out the remaining using administrator-configured default values. During the project we might
also explore other possible parameters, for example, related to quality of service requirements,
which would allow the user to request a minimum latency value for memory accesses on her VM;
depending on this value, the system might e.g. allocate memory that is closer to or further from the
corresponding dCOMPUBRICK.

User VM management
A user starts a VM by providing its description as a parameter to the User layer APIs. Once the
system has verified that she is allowed to use the requested resources, and by coordinating with
the other dReDBox layers (explained in Section 3.2 and deliverable D2.3 [2]), it will allocate the
required VM on the dReDBox infrastructure and return a VM handle to the user. A VM handle
abstracts the set of information that will allow the user to access and manage the VM. An example
of a handle could be just the management IP address of the VM that the user can use to manage
through standard administration interfaces, such as SSH over TCP/IP. Symmetrically, a user can
stop a running VM and free up the related resources by calling a specific API call and passing the
VM handle along.

Implementation considerations
Most of the user-level operations that we intend to support in dReDBox can be directly used and
integrated on many infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) management platforms, including the open
source and widely adopted OpenStack framework [6] while some of them may require minimal
12
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adaptation effort. dReDBox will strive to reuse existing interfaces, possibly extending them
wherever they should not be flexible enough to express dReDBox specific needs.
One such component that is being adapted within dReDBox is the hypervisor. The one leveraged
in dReDBox borrows from the open source KVM

[7], which is a standard Linux kernel with

additional modules that turn it into a hypervisor capable of multiplexing access to underlying
hardware between guests. Additionally, KVM uses the QEMU [8] emulation software for launching
a virtual machine and exposing hardware virtualization. By using KVM and QEMU large amount of
functionality is moved to user-space and the changes required in the OS kernel code are kept
minimal.
The disaggregated nature of the system assumes that every dCOMPUBRICK runs its own
hypervisor capable of launching multiple virtual machines and providing necessary hardware
resources balanced dynamically and in a flexible manner. Additionally, the primary novelty of the
dReDBox design is disaggregation of system memory; namely, each dCOMPUBRICK has a
certain amount of memory locally available, amounting to the bare necessary for the hypervisor to
boot, whereas the remaining part of the used memory comes from a remote global pool. The set of
global administration tasks to control hypervisors’ operations in the sense of regulating access to
shared resources is governed by the platform management layer outlined below.

3.2 Platform Management layer
The platform management layer is responsible for receiving and processing resource requests
from users, such as VM sizing (see Section 3.1), and coordinating with the rest of the software
and hardware infrastructure to satisfy them. As described in [2], the main functionalities of this
layer are implemented within the Software Defined Memory Controller (SDM-C) which practically
acts as the global dReDBox resource manager. This layer offers two interfaces: a resource
synthesis interface (Table 2), and a resource registration interface (Table 3).

Memory allocation and deallocation
The resource synthesis interface S10 (Table 2) allows to dynamically request allocation and
deallocation of resources (memory and possibly accelerators) to dCOMPUBRICKs. A user of this
API specifies the amount of memory she wishes to allocate to a given dCOMPUBRICK and, if the
allocation can be satisfied, an object that references the allocation is returned; in addition to a
reference handle, the object also provides additional information about the allocation. Note that
users of the interface cannot select the dMEMBRICKs from which they would like memory to come
from, this detail is kept hidden at the interface level, and it will be up to the implementation to
choose, leveraging proper allocation policies that are internal to the orchestration entities.
Nevertheless, in order to still give users some degree of control, an optional parameter, the latency
13
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class, can be used to specify a constraint about the requested allocation. The system defines three
classes of allocations that reflect increasing memory access latency, i.e., dTRAY, rack, and any. If
a request specifies an “any” latency class, then the system is free to choose whatever allocation to
satisfy the request; if the request has a “rack” or “tray” latency class, instead, then the system can
only use dMEMBRICKs which are, respectively, rack-local or dTRAY-local to the destination
dCOMPUBRICKs, thus ensuring lower latency access.
Deallocation works similarly: memory previously allocated can be released by passing the
allocation handle, and specifying how much of that allocation has to be released. The system will
release the memory and return a new allocation handle that reflects the new status.
The interfaces also expose operations that allow to query the allocation status of the system. In
particular, one can retrieve all the memory allocations related to a given dCOMPUBRICK or,
conversely, all the allocations in which a specific dMEMBRICK or dACCELBRICK is involved.

Shared memory
In order to initialize a shared memory area, the user has to submit a request to the SDM Controller
to set up a shared memory allocation and to associate it to a specific dCOMPUBRICK. This action
will define a shared memory allocation group and the specified dCOMPUBRICK will become the
master of that group. Other dCOMPUBRICKs can later join the group, and be granted the right to
operate on the shared memory. The role of the master is to mediate on the concurrent data
operations on the shared memory and guarantee consistency. The S10 interface (Table 2)
exposes the required methods to initialize an area of disaggregated memory to be shared
dCOMPUBRICKand, on success, proclaim a dCOMPUBRICK of choice the group master, The
shared memory interface S8 (Table 6),exposed by the master, can be invoked by any
dCOMPUBRICK member of the group. It is described later in this document (see Section 3.3 –
Shared Memory).
Interface ID

S10

Interface Type

Software

Invocation Method

RPC (Binary or REST over TCP/IP)

Fulfilling Objective/Requirement

SystemSoftware-f-01, SystemSoftware-f-07, HW-platform-09,
Memory-f-05, Memory-f-02, Memory-f-03, Network-f-02 [1]

Implementing architectural

SDM-Controller [2]

components
Operational Description
Resource synthesis interface, implemented in the dReDBox resource management layer
14
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entity, exposes methods that allow software-defined resource allocation and synthesis.
Indicative Operations
Operation

Description
Allocate mem_sz amount of memory to

allocate_mem(cmp_brk, mem_sz,
latency_class): allocation_info

the

specified

dCOMPUBRICKdCOMPUBRICK,
optionally specifying QoS requirements. If
successful,

the

operation

information

about

performed,

including

the

returns
allocation

an

id

uniquely

from

a

previous

identifying the allocation.
Release

free_mem(allocation_info, mem_sz):
allocation_info

memory

allocation or (if optional memory size
parameter is specified) reduces its size by
mem_sz.
Allocate an accelerator of type “type” to

allocate_accel(cmp_brk, type,
latency_class): allocation_info

the

given

dCOMPUBRICKdCOMPUBRICK.
Releases

free_accel(allocation_info): success

a

previously

allocated

accelerator.
Returns the list of allocations associated

get_allocations(brk_id, brk_type):
list[allocation_info]

with a given dBRICK. The method can
take

as

input

a

dCOMPUBRICK,

dMEMBRICK or dACCELBRICK.
Initializes a shared memory allocation and

init_shmem(cmp_brk, mem_sz):
allocation_info

elects the specified dCOMPUBRICK as
the master for the new allocation. It also
adds the master as the initial and only
member of the group associated with the
shared allocation.

join_shmem(allocation_info, cmp_brick):
allocation_info

Add a dCOMPUBRICK to an existing

leave_shmem(allocation_info, cmp_brick):
allocation_info

Remove a dCOMPUBRICK from an

shared memory allocation group.
existing shared memory allocation group.
15
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Release a previously allocated shared

free_shmem(allocation_info): success

memory allocation.
Table 2. Platform Management Layer - Interface S10 Specification

Resource registration
To have the global dReDBox resource management components perform their functions, system
topology, including bricks, dTRAYs, racks and network configuration, must be registered with the
orchestration layer. For static resource registration, a topology description must be provided by the
system administrator describing all the details of the system. This includes the dTRAYs and racks
configuration, information outlining the network and its optical and electrical switches (e.g., their
reconfiguration endpoints). This data is provided at system bootstrap and, at least for the scope of
this project, are not expected to change during normal operation. Bricks can be, instead,
dynamically added or removed from the system. This interface provides operations to do so by
providing information about their physical location within the topology. At this stage of the project,
we will not focus on dynamic discovery of hardware components, but we will support manual
registration through a respective interface (Table 3).
While dynamic discovery will be vital in a production environment, implementing such functionality
is well understood and therefore we initially plan to maximize the innovation outcome by focusing
resources to novel contributions and prototypes showcasing them.

Interface ID

S9

Interface Type

Software

Invocation Method

RPC (Binary or REST)

Fulfilling Objective/Requirement

SystemSoftware-f-08, SystemSoftware-f-09, Network-f-01,
Network-f-04, Network-f-06, HW-platform-f-03, HWplatform-f-07- HW-platform-f-10 [1]

Implementing architectural

SDM-Controller [2]

components
Operational Description
Resource registration interface lets system administrator statically register the hardware
configuration on the resource manager, including dBRICKs availability and network
configuration.
Indicative Operations
Operation

Description
16
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Register the overall dReDBox topology. This

register_topology(topology_descr): void

includes dTRAYs and racks configuration, and
electrical/optical network configuration.
Returns a description of the overall dReDBox

get_topology(): topology_descr

topology.
Register a new dBRICK by specifying the device

register_brick(dev_info, net_info):

information (including type and capabilities), and

brick_id

its network configuration (including its position
within the topology and network identifiers).
Returns the unique id of the brick.
unregister_brick(brick_id)

Remove a brick from the system.

get_brick_info(brick_id):

Returns the management information associated
with a given dBRICK registered with the system.

(dev_info, net_info)

Table 3. Platform Management Layer - Interface S9 Specification

Implementation considerations
The platform management layer APIs are exposed to internal dReDBox components and will be
hidden from the end-users. For their implementation we are considering several options that must
satisfy the two requirements of (i) being low-latency and low-overhead and (ii) being human
operable for the sake of easy testing. We will explore both language-agnostic low-latency and lowoverhead open source RPC frameworks such as gRPC [9] or Apache Thrift [10], but also more
traditional REST-style frameworks.
An example lower-level management software is libvirt, typically used for dispatching commands to
hypervisors. Libvirt is an open-source management tool supporting multiple types of virtualization
platforms, including KVM. It exposes a unified API to higher-level orchestration software (for
example OpenStack), as well as a way to define and manage particular system components using
files in form of XML scripts, similar to an example:
<devices>
<memballoon model='virtio'>
<address type='pci' domain='0x0000' bus='0x00' slot='0x02'
function='0x0'/>
<stats period='10'/>
</memballoon>
17
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</devices>
In this way, libvirt serves as an intermediate layer providing a convenient means of hypervisors and
their resources configuration and management.

3.3 Operating System layer
The Operating System layer handles the interaction between user-space software (e.g., a virtual
machine) running on each dBRICK and the host operating system (also referred as the Hypervisor
in the case of Linux-KVM), in order for applications/users to request/release remote disaggregated
memory regions. In addition, this layer handles also incoming requests from the IaaS scheduler
and SDM controller to configure the local dBRICK (e.g. new memory allocated/released) when
orchestration software composes new VMs. Finally this layer features the device driver interfaces
for the dynamic configuration of dReDBox remote controlled/programmable hardware.
This layer defines two sub classes:
Host OS remote controller device driver interfaces
Guest OS – Hypervisor – Orchestrator Interfaces

Interface ID

S3

Interface Type

Software

Invocation Method

Unix System V File (I/O) on /proc linux filesystem

Fulfilling Objective/Requirement

Memory-f-04, SystemSoftware-f-02, SystemSoftware-f08, SystemSoftware-f-09 [1]

Implementing

architectural SDM Agent (Kernel space) [2]

component
Operational Description
Glue-logic interface, exported by the Linux kernel remote memory glue logic configuration
driver, invoked by the SDM Agent through file I/O on the proc Linux file system (e.g., on
/proc/rmemcfg)
Indicative Operations
Operation

Description

write_conf(port_id, netinfo, start_addr, end_addr,
offset, is_offset_positive): success

SDM issues a write() call to update
/proc/rmecfg file which results in
the configuration of the respective
memory interconnect port on the

18
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glue logic hardware.
Delete a previously entered port

delete_conf(port_id): void

configuration.
Mainly for debugging purposes,

read_conf(): conf

returns the content of rmemcfg
peripheral
Table 4. Operating System Layer - Interface S3 Specification

Interface ID

S4

Interface Type

Software

Invocation Method

Unix System V File (I/O) on /proc Linux filesystem

Fulfilling Objective/Requirement

Memory-f-04, SystemSoftware-f-02, SystemSoftware-f08, SystemSoftware-f-09 [1]

Implementing

architectural SDM Agent (Kernel space) [2]

component
Operational Description
Packet forwarding interface configures local switch lookup table for forwarding, invoked
through file I/O on the /proc linux filesystem (e.g., on /proc/rmemswitch)
Indicative Operations
Operation

Description

write_conf(switch_conf): success

Pushes lookup table switch configuration.

read_conf(): switch_conf

Returns the current switch configuration

Table 5. Operating System Layer - Interface S4 Specification

Host OS remote controller device driver interfaces
This set of interfaces serves all hardware configuration requests received by a dCOMPUBRICK
that are related to memory translation and network encapsulation. These are received by a
designated daemon running on the dCOMPUBRICK and handled over to a driver interacting
directly with localhardware.
S3 (Table 4) is the interface exposed by the device driver that interacts directly with hardware
configuration interfaces to program the remote memory (also referred to as glue) logic.
The S4 interface (Table 5) is exposed by the device driver that interacts directly with hardware
configuration interfaces that are related to network packet forwarding for remote memory.
Interface ID

S8
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Interface Type

Software

Invocation Method

RPC

Fulfilling Objective/Requirement

Memory-f-02, Memory-f-03, SystemSoftware-f-03 [1]

architectural SDM-Agent (User space) [2]

Implementing
component

Operational Description
Shared memory interface, implemented by the SDM agents running on the dCOMPUBRICKs,
used by masters of shared memory allocations to expose the coordination functionalities
needed to access shared memory.
Indicative Operations
Operation
lock_mem(allocation_info): lock_hndl

Description
Requests to lock a shared memory allocation.
If successful, returns a lock handle which
grants the right to read/write the shared
memory area associated to the allocation.

unlock_mem(lock_hndl): void

Unlock access to a previously locked shared
memory allocation. A call to this method
ensures that whatever modification the holder
of the lock did on the shared memory area will
be visible to the other members of the group.

Table 6. Operating System Layer - Interface S8 Specification

Shared memory
As introduced in Section 3.2 – Shared memory, whenever a shared memory allocation is set up, a
group is associated to it and the initial dCOMPUBRICK member of this group is elected as its
master. The master has the role of coordinating access to the shared memory area and to
implement the protocol that guarantees that a consistent view of the memory is presented to all the
other members of the group. Table 6 shows the interface exposed by the master, which readers
and writers of shared memory (i.e., other dCOMPUBRICKs member of the shared memory
allocation group) should use to coordinate their access.
In particular, the shared memory should be locked before being accessed to ensure that no other
member performs concurrent modifications and unlocked after having made sure that the
modifications have been actually flushed to remote dMEMBRICKs.
For the prototyping stage, we assume that dCOMPUBRICKs sharing the remote memory will
cooperate in a non-malicious way in order to perform this protocol. We expect to also provide
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specific libraries that allow readers/writes to easily lock and unlock shared memory, also ensuring
to automatically flush modifications before unlocking a region.
Interface ID

S7

Interface Type

Software

Invocation Method

RPC (Binary or REST)

Fulfilling Objective/Requirement

SystemSoftware-f-01,

SystemSoftware-f-07,

HW-platform-09, Memory-f-05, Network-f-02 [1]
Implementing architectural component

SDM-Agent (User space) [2]

Operational Description
SDM-agent interface, receives requests from the SDM Controller to allocate or free remote
memory
Indicative Operations
Operation

Description
Configure Hardware and software to

add_rmem(allocation_info): success

integrate new memory area previously
allocated by the SDM Controller.
allocation_info will include network
header information, remote address
remote memory translation offset and
local switch configuration. The same
approach applies for accelerator and
dCOMPUBRICKs.

Responds

with

‘success or failure.
Disassociate

rm_rmem(allocation_info): void

memory

the

allocation

given
and

remote
free

the

respective network port and switch
configuration
Table 7. Operating System Layer – Interface S7 Specification

Guest OS – Hypervisor – Orchestrator Interfaces
The aforementioned characteristics of different system components imply the design separation
into several layers as well as specific interfaces between them that express methods of accessing
shared resources, full administration capabilities but also ensure maximum possible isolation.
Following sections exhibit proposed interaction way for corresponding interfaces:
SDM agent - orchestrator
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This interface S7 (Table 7) is exposed by the orchestrator agent that runs on each
dCOMPUBRICK. Note that this interface will be realized as an extension to existing interfaces for
VM deployment and control.
Hypervisor – Orchestrator:
Interface S5 (Table 8) provides communication means between each hypervisor and system
orchestrator or applications running on the VM in several scenarios. Firstly, before launching a VM,
the hypervisor has to obtain a given amount of memory (according to VM’s parameters specified
by user) from the remote pool. A virtual machine starts with an overcommitted page table and only
a fraction of these resources is backed up by actual resources. Respectively, the resources may be
freed and returned back at some point (for example, when it will be requested by orchestration
layer).
An alternative variant of these operations (required at later stages of the project), will be to request
for memory at a specific address. This is necessary for providing functionalities like memory
sharing or accessing remote devices, by leveraging para-virtualization provided by virtio drivers’
family. In such situation, the hypervisor wants to interact with the orchestrator. Also, a way to
communicate in the opposite direction, i.e., from the orchestrator to the hypervisor, is required so
that each dCOMPUBRICK can be controlled by a global system manager, for example to instruct it
to release some resources previously assigned.
Guest OS – Hypervisor:
At the time of guest OS boot, all the memory passed by the hypervisor to the virtual machine being
launched is assumed to be already available with regards to the guest – hypervisor interface.
Therefore at this stage there is no specific interaction between these layers. The other situation
occurs when a guest is already running and its memory demands changes over time, depending
on the profile of deployed workload. In that case, the amount of memory assigned to each guest
can be adjusted in a dynamic manner by leveraging the technique called memory ballooning. This
technique allows to dynamically allocate additional memory to a guest or release unused memory
from a guest.
The dynamic allocation and deallocation is handled by interface S6 (Table 9). Such dynamic
memory allocation and deallocation is used by hypervisor to maximally increase the effectiveness
of memory usage between all virtual machines on a brick and therefore limit the number or
requests send to the orchestrator as well as decrease page swapping to disk on virtual machines.
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Additionally, the current implementation of ballooning is explored to check whether it is possible to

Interface ID

S5

Interface Type

Software

Invocation Method

Hypervisor driver method

Fulfilling Objective/Requirement

SystemSoftware-f-04 [1]

Implementing architectural

SDM-Agent (Kernel space) [2]

component
Operational Description
Hypervisor-orchestrator interface, exposed by the SDM Agent, enables the hypervisor request
for a new memory segment from remote node.
Indicative Operations
Operation
rem_malloc(pointer, sz): size

Description
Hypervisor request to the orchestrator for
allocating additional memory of size sz from a
remote dMEMBRICK.

rem_free(pointer): void

Hypervisor

informs the orchestrator that

previously allocated segments are no longer
used and they can be freed.
rem_map(pointer, sz, address): size

Analogous to asking for resources allocation,
but this time the exact address is specified.

rem_unmap(pointer): void

Hypervisor informs the orchestrator about
freeing previously obtained memory that was
allocated with specific address

release_resources(sz): void

Orchestrator

instructs

a

particular

dCOMPUBRICK (hypervisor) to release sz
bytes of memory previously allocated.
reduce some negative effects, such as for example relatively high memory fragmentation.
Table 8 - Operating System Layer: Hypervisor - Orchestration Interface S5 Specification
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Interface ID

S6

Interface Type

Software

Invocation Method

Function call

Fulfilling Objective/Requirement

SystemSoftware-f-01, SystemSoftware-f-07, HWplatform-09, Memory-f-05, Network-f-02 [1]

Implementing architectural

KVM [2] and related user-space tools

component
Operational Description
This interface is implemented by the host (hypervisor) memory driver, and is used by userspace applications to request memory allocation/release. The memory handled through this
interface is always part of the disaggregated memory pool.
Indicative Operations
Operation
hyp_malloc(size): pointer

Description
Used by user-space software to request the dReDBox
hypervisor the allocation of a memory buffer.

hyp_free(pointer): void

Used by user-space software to free a memory buffer
previously allocated by the dReDBox hypervisor.

Table 9 - Operating System Layer: Hypervisor - Orchestration Interface S6 Specification

3.4 Memory Interconnect Layer
This section specifies the interfaces exposed by hardware components to facilitate dynamic
composition of disaggregated resources. Specifically, it specifies interfaces exposed by the
programmable logic present in dCOMPUBRICKs and dMEMBRICKs to facilitate remote memory
access. Also, it specifies the interfaces exposed by reconfigurable network switches, as well as the
interface exposed by the programmable logic in its role as a low-degree electronic switch.

Remote Memory Access
In conventional computer systems the main memory allocated to a VM is located in the same
physical dTRAY accessible by a dTRAY-local bus/bridge. Unlike conventional computer systems,
in dReDBox, the main memory of a VM can be allocated on a remote (off-tray) dMEMBRICK and
will be accessed over a network.
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Depending on whether the dMEMBRICK and the dCOMPUBRICK are on the same dTRAY or not,
the dMEMBRICK will be accessible either over an electrical network or optical network. If the
dCOMPUBRICK and the dMEMBRICK are in the same dTRAY, they will be accessible over an
intra-tray electrical network. The intra-tray electrical network will be built with a low-latency dBESM
which will interconnect the different dReDBox bricks inside the dTRAY. If the dCOMPUBRICK and
the dMEMBRICKs are in different dTRAYs, the dMEMBRICK will be accessible over the optical
network. The optical network will be built with a low-latency dBOSM which interconnects different
dReDBox bricks located in different dTRAYs. More details on this setup can be found in [2] and
are reiterated here for the sake of completeness.
Because the VM’s memory may be located on a different dBRICK the current plain addressing will
not be sufficient. Instead one has to specify the dBRICK where the addressed memory is located.
Such change in the addressing of data would require major changes on existing software stack
and be an important stopper for the dReDBox adoption. In order to avoid such changes on the
software stack, we introduce a Memory Interconnect Layer which would abstract the remote
memory accesses. Specifically, the VMs and the applications running on the VMs will continue
addressing memory using flat virtual addresses, which are subsequently translated to a flat
physical address. The memory interconnect layer will resolve the physical address in two
components: the destination dMEMBRICK and the actual address on the remote dMEMBRICK. In
addition to the address resolution, the memory interconnect layer will perform additional operations
such as forming a packet representing the remote memory access request and transmitting the
packet to the destination dMEMBRICK over the appropriate network through which the
dMEMBRICK is reachable.
Figure 2 shows in overview the role of the memory interconnect layer in accessing remote
memory. A memory access is identified by interface H4 as remote and the physical address is
passed to the glue logic. The glue logic decomposes the physical address into the destinations
remote dBRICK, where the access belongs to and the actual memory offset in the remote one.
This information is subsequently passed to interface H3 which forms the remote memory request
packet and sends it to the appropriate network via the local port-forwarding switch. The memory
interconnect layer also provides the reverse functionality of returning the result of remote memory
request.
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Figure 2. Remote access with the memory interconnect layer.

Figure 2 introduces only the general steps in remote memory access and the interfaces involved.
Besides these interfaces, the memory interconnect layer encapsulates other interfaces:
H5 configures the glue logic on how to resolve a physical address to configured destination
brick and offset;
H6 configures the port-forwarding switch about which port to send a remote memory
request packet depending on the destination brick.
S2 is a software level interface which configures on-tray switch ports to interconnect the
dCOMPUBRICK with either an on-tray dMEMBRICK or to a remote dMEMBRICK (in the
latter case, via interconnection through an off-tray switch
S1 is same as S2 but for the off-tray dBOSM
H2 is an analogous interface like H3 but on the dMEMBRICK
H1 is analogous interface like the H4 on the dMEMBRICK.
Next sections follow with more detailed description of each interface in the memory interconnect
layer.
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Interface descriptions
RMST configuration address range

H5

AXI lite
remote
memory range

GP
ACP
HP
Processing
Unit
MC

AXI
I/C

glue
logic

H3

packet /
circuit
switches

H4
local memory
range

local memory

Figure 3 - Detailed description of interfaces H4 and H5.

Figure 3 shows a detailed description of the interfaces H3, H4 and H5. Starting from the last
interface, H5 is responsible for the configuration of the Remote Memory Segment Table (RMST),
originally described in

[2]. To recap, the RMST is part of the glue logic available in each

dCOMPUBRICK of a dReDBox system to convert local memory addresses to a remote memory
access which consists of destination brick and the actual address on the remote destination
dMEMBRICK and vice versa The conversion is done by mapping ranges from the
dCOMPUBRICKs physcical address space into correspongin address ranges on the remote
dMEMBRICK’s available memory. Speifcically, in order to translate a local physical address into
remote memory access RMST maintains a table of the following entires (see Figure 4):
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orchestration
tools
configurable translator
segment 0 start
...

segment 0 end
...

remote offset 0
...

Unique port ID 0
...

segment N start

segment N end

remote offset N

Unique port ID N

?

...

...

?

...

memory
address
write data

...

+

local memory
address
data read

-

Unique port ID
remote memory
address
write data
segment id
load memory
address
data read

To H3

From H3

Figure 4. Remote memory segment translation (RMST) unit.

Segment ID is local unique segment identifier which is associated to an address range
allocated for a VM running or to run on the dCOMPUBRICK. Different segments can map
in the same dMEMBRICK or different dMEMBRICKs.
Start address of the sement
End address of the segment
Offset is the beginning of the segment on the destination dMEMBRICK
UniquePortId uniquely identifies the end point of the communication. With an analogy to
computer systems which may have multiple network interface cards, a remote
dMEMBRICK may have multiple memory communication endpoints. Because of that we
have taken the design decision to uniquely identify these ports with an UniquePortId
instead of identifying the brick itself uniquely.
This functionality is configured via a set of memory mapped registers, as shown in Table 10. In
order to configure a segment, the orchestration tools need to access the corresponding memory
mapped register and define its start / end address, plus the pre-calculated offset that properly
maps it to its remote dMEMBRICK region.
As also illustrated in Figure 3, a possible implementation of the H5 interface would be accessing
the RMST memory mapped registers via an AXI lite connected to the PS General Purpose (GP)
port.
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Interface ID

H5

Interface Type

Hardware

Invocation Method

Memory mapped I/O registers over AXI

Fulfilling

Memory-f-04, Memory-f-05, Memory-f-06 [1]

Objective/Requirement
Implementing architectural

Remote Memory Segment Table [2]

component
Operational Description
Glue logic configuration interface, allows the orchestration tools access the corresponding
memory mapped register and define a segment start / end address, plus its pre-calculated offset
that properly maps it to its remote dMEMBRICK region.
Indicative Operations
Operation

Description
Base address of the RMST, used by the OS to access the

RMST base-address access
Segment 0 start-address
register write
Segment 0 end-address
register write

peripheral configuration registers.
Define start address of segment 0
Define end address of segment 0

Segment 0 remote-offset

Configure the pre-calculated offset that correctly maps

register write

segment 0 to the remote dMEMBRICKs.

Segment 0 port information

Network port-related information associated with Segment 0.

…

…

Segment N-1 start-address
register write
Segment N-1 end-address
register write

Define start address of segment N-1
Define end address of segment N-1

Segment N-1 remote-offset

Configure the pre-calculated offset that correctly maps

register write

segment N-1 to the remote dMEMBRICKs.

Segment N-1 port

Network port-related information associated with Segment N-1.

information
Table 10 – Memory Interconnect Layer – Interface H5 Specification

Table 11 describes the H4 interface between the local Processing System (PS) and either a
remote memory region or a custom accelerator module. H4 provides (a) a coherent remote
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memory access region, and (b) a non-coherent communication with custom HW accelerators
located in remote dACCELBRICKs. All remote memory accesses are forwarded to the RMST and
accordingly adjusted by the required memory offset2, in order to access their corresponding remote
memory region.
Interface ID

H4

Interface Type

Hardware

Invocation Method

N/A (memory management interface)

Fulfilling Objective/Requirement

Memory-f-02, Memory-f-03 [1]

Implementing architectural component

Glue logic (dCOMPUBRICK) [2]

Operational Description
dCOMPUBRICK-local remote transactions interface, allows to perform coherent remote
memory transactions (read / write) and also access non-coherently remote accelerator
modules.
Indicative Operations
Operation

Description
Memory transactions that access (read

Read / write to the coherent memory address
range

or write) a memory region located in a
remote dMEMBRICK.
Exchange data / configuration

Read / write to the non-coherent memory

parameters with custom accelerator

address range

modules residing in remote accelerator
bricks.
Table 11 - Memory Interconnect Layer – Interface H4 Specification

As shown in Figure 3 , a possible implementation of the H4 interface would be to connect the PS
Accelerator Coherency Port (ACP) and the High-Performance Ports (HP) to an AXI interconnect,
and use the high-throughput AXI Stream interface to forward data to the glue logic.
Last, Table 12 describes the H1 interface between the glue logic that resides in a memory /
accelerator brick and a memory controller / custom HW module. As shown in Figure 5, within a
dMEMBRICK, H1 relays incoming memory transactions received from the packet / circuit switches
and forwarded to the glue logic for decoding. On the other hand, H1 also transmits requested data
fetched from the memory controller to the glue logic for encoding and further transmission back to
the dCOMPUBRICKs via the packet / circuit switches. Furthermore, within a dACCELBRICK, H1

2

The translation procedure is described in D2.3.
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can also interface custom HW modules that utilize standard interfaces with minor modifications in
the glue logic implementation.
A possible implementation of H1 would be to utilize commodity interfaces that provide high
throughput, such as the AXI Stream. The latter is supported by major vendor tools that allow easy
integration of memory controllers and custom HW accelerators, hence minimizing the
implementation and verification efforts, and at the same time providing a high throughput interface
with the glue logic.
packet / H2
circuit
switches

DDR controller

H1

glue
logic

DDR memory
module

HW
accelerator

Figure 5 - Interfacing a memory module or a HW accelerator using H1.

Interface ID

H1

Interface Type

Hardware

Invocation Method

N/A (datapath interface)

Fulfilling Objective/Requirement

Hardware-platform-08, Memory-f-01 [1]

Implementing architectural component

Glue logic (memory/accelerator brick) [2]

Operational Description
dMEMBRICK-local remote transactions interface, allows the glue logic in a dMEMBRICK to
forward incoming data / transmit outgoing data to / from a local memory module. Similarly, in a
dACCELBRICK, the glue logic uses H1 to access the local custom HW accelerator.
Indicative Operations
Operation

Description
Memory transactions that access (read

Read / write to the local memory module

or write) the local memory module.
Exchange data / configuration

Read / write to the local custom HW

parameters with the local custom

accelerator module

accelerator module(s).

Table 12 - Memory Interconnect Layer – Interface H1 Specification

Dynamic network reconfiguration
Figure 6presents the proposed rack scale architecture with heterogeneous dTRAY architecture
that includes hybrid optical and electrical interconnect. The rack scale architecture comprises of
different stacks of heterogeneous dTRAYs connected to optical switches (middle of rack) placed at
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the middle of the stack of dTRAYs in the rack. Each brick has a set of optical/electrical interfaces.
The bricks are interconnected by dBOSMs/dBESMs.
Programmable FPGA switches is adopted as an alternative network in the interconnect system to
introduce flexibility and programmability which is able to accelerate a number of network functions
that will be deployed. As depicted in Figure 6, the control and management interface for the
dBOSM, layer 1 crossbar switch and FPGA will be introduced in this section.

Figure 6 - Overview of the circuit set-up between compute and dMEMBRICKs

Intra-tray Crossbar Switch
The specification of the control interface of the electrical switch is shown in Table 13. A set of
remote procedure call will be used to control on-tray switches.. Different sets of scripts are
provided to initialize the on-tray switch for different interconnect data-rates and/or interconnection
patterns

Inter-tray switch
The inter-tray dBOSMs are located in the middle of rack because this approach reduces length of
fiber required to connect the dTRAYs for inter-tray communications. The dBOSM is like an
electrically controlled fiber optic patch panel. Optical fibers are connected to input and output ports
and the switch internally connects the optical paths as requested by external command. The switch
module is controlled using a text based Command Line Interface (CLI) based on the SCPI protocol
over [11] RS232 interfaces or Web based GUI over TCP/IP.
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Two different use case can be analyzed using the optical switch. This could be either
Single port to single port (individual port to port configuration), or
Multi-port to multi-port (group of input and output ports are configured together).
The switch is assumed to start with a blank configuration and it can be configured for use cases
mentioned above through commands in milliseconds. Switch configuration manager will be
implemented in the Software Defined Memory Controller (SDM-C) will change the configuration of
the optical switch depending on 1) VM initialization requests and 2) memory allocation and
deallocation requests. Switch configuration manager should offer the options of Input and/or
Output Optical Power Monitoring. Switch configuration manager also can track the power,
wavelength and for every connected port using SCPI commands. Some of the offered functions
have been listed in Table 14.
Interface ID

S2

Interface Type

Software

Invocation Method

Function call

Fulfilling Objective/Requirement

Memory-f-04, Network-f-01, Network-f-02, Network-f-05
[1]

Implementing

architectural On-tray crossbar switch [2]

component
Operational Description
On-tray switch configuration interface, exported by the electrical switch, initializes the ports to
required data rate. The input/output map can also be controlled. It is memory mapped
registers controlled through USB.
Indicative Operations
Operation
initialize(ing_port, datarate): void

Description
Initialize an input port at the requested data
rate

map_connect(ing_list, egr_list):
status_info

Map (interconnect) the input and output ports.
Interconnection is successful or fail, verified
with return value.

status_mon(ports_list): status_info

Monitoring port. Object return from function
shows

the

strength,

data-rate,

port

occupancy and crossconnection status
map_disconnect(ing_list, egr_list): void

Disconnect specified port.

Table 13 - Memory Interconnect layer – Intra-tray Electrical switch control – S2 Interface Specification
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The requested memory location (which dMEMBRICK) would be determined with the help of SDMC at memory management layer. Once the remote address with destination brick and port
information received from RMST, it will be passed to “Network Memory Encapsulation” (NME)
block (one or more than one node of on-chip network) to generate the memory header if packet
switching has been selected. As proposed, each node of on-chip network will be reconfigurable to
support more flexibility and run time change in hardware.
NME block will be available in every dCOMPUBRICK and dMEMBRICK. DDR4 memory controllers
need to be placed local to dMEMBRICK to avoid any read/write latencies issues or performance
degradation. HMC controllers are flexible in this case. It may be placed in dCOMPUBRICK as well.
HMC memory packets structure are standard and has been adopted as it is given in HMC
specification v_2_1 released by HMC consortium. While requesting addresses belongs to the
conventional DDR4, the memory packet combines theses addresses and data. These memory
packets encapsulated in network packets will be forwarded to destination dMEMBRICK where local
DDR4 memory controller initiate read or write cycle which one is required. The details about
remote memory access packets has been discussed below. The remote memory request and
responder packets has been depicted in Figure 7.
Interface ID

S1

Interface Type

Software

Invocation Method

Function call

Fulfilling Objective/Requirement

Memory-f-04, Network-f-01, Network-f-02, Networkf-05 [1]

Implementing architectural component

Inter-tray optical switch [2]

Operational Description
Off-tray optical switch interface, exported by device configuration manager, allows to dynamically
reconfigure the optical switch for circuit switching through SCPI protocol over RS232/Ethernet.
Indicative Operations
Operation

Description

attenuate_absolute(egr_list, power):

egr_list: A list of egress ports; power: An absolute

void

power level in dBm.
Configures the attenuation feature of the specified
egress ports to maintain a desired absolute power
level.

set_alarm_level_high(
ports,

ports: A list of ports; level: The alarm threshold in
dBm;

level,
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OPM

Direction
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direction = FORW): void

(default=FORW)
Sets the alarm high‐power threshold for the
channels specified.

set_wavelength(
port_list,

Sets the wavelength for the ports specified in
port_list. The value of wavelength is used to

wavelength,

compensate for wavelength dependence of power

direction = FORW): void

monitor responsivity. Therefore, it is important to
specify the correct wavelength for each port to
ensure accurate power monitor readings.

connect_ports(ing_list,
egr_list,
mode): void

ing_list: A list of ingress ports; eng_list: A list of
egress

ports;

mode:

An

optional

parameter

specifying the command mode, only relevant when
Automatic Protection Switching is used.
Reconfigures the OXC to the exactly described
connection state. Successive ports in the ing_list
are paired with corresponding ports in the egr_list
to describe a connection state that is to be
established. Since connections are defined as pairs
of ports, the number of ports listed in the ing_list
and egr_list must be equal.

connect_sub(ing_list,

Reconfigures OXC to remove ports from the

egr_list,

existing connection state. This command permits

mode): void

individual connections to be disconnected without
disturbing the state of other connections.

status_mon(ports_list): status_info

Remote

procedure

information

from

call

the

to

switch,

retrieve
including

status
port

occupancy and crossconnection status
disconnect_all(mode)

Disconnects all connections.

Table 14 - Memory Interconnect layer – Inter-tray Optical Switch control - Interface S1 Specification
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Preamble

SFD

Dest MAC
address

Src MAC
address

Eth type

48 bits

48 bits

16 bits

Name

MAC
Header

Memory
Header

MAC
Payload
Payload

FCS

32-bit

ADDRS[31:0] LNG[4:0] CMD[5:0]

Functions

Address
Packet length

Filed
Label
ADDRS
LNG

Command

CMD

Command. Write or read command with different size of data.

Translated physical address
Length of packet. Includes memory header, data payload.

Figure 7. Preliminary format of remote memory access packet

Command fields in Request packet will be used for READ or WRITE request to access a
contiguous number of memory addressable bytes with 16 bytes granularity up to a maximum
length of 512 bytes. The same field in response header will be used to inform the requester
whether the request has been served successfully or not with command filed values.
FPGA devices will not serve as glue logic in the memory interconnect layer, but a number of
functional blocks such as MAC and memory controllers will be deployed and interconnected by a
network-on-chip as proposed. This will facilitate on-chip packet and circuit switching capability.
NoC can be updated at runtime to establish links between functional blocks. Partial reconfiguration
is also introduced to further increase the flexibility and programmability of the interconnect system.
The specification of the control interface is shown in Table 15. The management layer through S4
will be responsible to provide control for the interface H6. H6 will allow the configuration of the local
on-chip network which main role will be to forward the remote memory request packets to the
appropriate link ports so that they reach the correct destination dMEMBRICK. Key information
required to acmplish the packet-to-port forwarding is a configuring and maintaining a lookup table
where each entry maps RemotePortId to a local port through which the packet should be sent out.
Each entry may contain additional fields such as VLAN ID which can be used to define virtual
netowrk and implement quality of services (QoS).
Interface ID
Interface Type
Invocation Method

H6
Hardware
Used to provide the control information to on-chip
network through orchestrator interface S5.

Fulfilling Objective/Requirement

Memory-f-04, Network-f-02, Network-f-04 [1]

Implementing architectural component

On-chip electrical switch
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Operational Description
Port-forwarding configuration interface, exported by the FPGA, enables both the fully and
partial reconfiguration of the FPGA. Control registers can also be configured, memory mapped
registers controlled through AXI4 Lite interface.
Indicative Operations
Operation

Description
Runtime changing the node of on-chip network from

partial_bitfile_download

one function to other function.
Update the route policy of the on-chip network. This

NoC_route(NoC_route_descr)

could be
one input port - one output port,
one input port-one intermediate node- one output
port or
one input port- more than one intermediate nodeone output port.
This operation will update the UniquePortId to physical

NoC_portmap(NoC_map_info)

PHY port mapping table. Management layer can
modify, create, delete the table as specified.
Table 15 - Memory Interconnect layer- On-chip network control – Interface H6 specification

Remote Memory Access: Packet/Circuit Switching use cases
The encapsulation for Ethernet header is performed by Network Memory Encapsulation (NME)
Block as shown in Figure 8. This functionality might be directly implemented in H3 without requiring

PHY

PHY

PHY

PHY

Compute Brick

NME

H2
PHY

Inter/Intra tray switch
(optical or crossbar)

PHY

.
..

NME

PHY

Logical flow to access memory at MB2 from CB

PHY

Logical flow to access memory at MB1 from CB
NoC Control interface

PHY

Network on
chip

AXI4S

H1
Glue Logic
(Remote
Memory
Response)

Memory Brick2

Figure 8. Packet switch set-up to access Remote Memory (Example: one compute to two dMEMBRICKs).
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dedicated block but this would be an implementation decision.
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Interface ID
Interface Type
Invocation Method

H3/H2
Hardware
Used between the glue logic and on-chip FPGA network in a
compute/memory / accelerator brick to access memory module /
custom HW accelerator.

Fulfilling
Objective/Requirement
Implementing architectural
component

Memory-f-04, Memory-f-05, Memory-f-06 [1]
Remote Memory Segments Table [2]

Operational Description
Remote memory packet builder interface, sits between Glue logic (RMST) and on-chip network
through AXI4S, ideally could be between NME block and RMST. Slightly different network
encapsulation data will be used to differentiate between H3 and H2.
Operation
Network Encapsulation

Indicative Operations
Description
Encapsulate/remove network header from memory request if
required.

Table 16 - Memory Interconnect layer - Glue logic and packet/circuit switch - Interface H3/H2 Specification

dReDBox proposes a network header where Ethernet addressing will be assigned to memory
packets to flow within dReDBox network. The source and destination MAC address fields in the
Ethernet header would contain the source and destination UniquePortIds. Figure 8 describes the
use case where one dCOMPUBRICK accesses memory at two different dMEMBRICKs. Such
scenario is possible when VMs running on the dCOMPUBRICK has been allocated memory at
different dMEMBRICKs. The dMEMBRICKs could be either in same dTRAY or in another dTRAY.
The network header shown in Figure 7 will be required when packet switching will be used to
access remote memory. Table 16 describe the common approach for interface H3
(dCOMPUBRICK) and H2 (dMEMBRICK).
Figure 9 depicts the scenario where circuit switch setup is acceptable. Each port for
dCOMPUBRICK, dMEMBRICK and optical switch are selected and dedicated by orchestrator to
establish fix circuit between compute and dMEMBRICK. As same in packet switching, requested
DMEMBRICK could be either in same dTRAY or be in another dTRAY. Ethernet MAC header will
NOT be used to forward Memory packets (as shown in Figure 7). In other words, Network Memory
Encapsulations block will be by-passed in this case. Memory request packets will be routed to the
remote dMEMBRICK as it is received by RMST. Circuit switching is always preferable while remote
memory access however packet switching will be used once no more free physical ports are
available.
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Figure 9. Circuit switch set-up to access Remote Memory (Example: one compute to one DMEMBRICK).

4 Application profiling and simulation
In the dReDBox project simulation plays a major role in early prototype evaluations, functionality
evaluations and validation of designs. Currently, in the early design stage, simulation allows to
predict the expected application KPIs obtained in the dReDBox system and identify potential
bottlenecks of the architecture. Moreover, simulation allows “What if Analysis” in order evaluate
possible new designs of the architecture.
Functionality evaluations allow the evaluation of designs based on the defined KPIs. The
estimation of performance impact to the considered use cases may also be achieved by using
simulation. This allows optimizing the defined architecture before investing significant effort in
producing a hardware prototype. Also, simulation is a powerful tool that allows analyzing
applications and predicts how a new architecture may impact their performance. The obtained
information may be used to and optimize the performance of applications at early stages of the
prototype design. Finally, simulation is used to make verification tests to check KPIs results and
verify that the designs are correct and the indicators are met.
The evaluation described in this section is done by first profiling and characterizing the workloads
on an existing test machine which is not representative of the dReDBox dCOMPUBRICK
architecture. The workload characterizations, which includes application specific metrics such as
type of instructions executed (memory vs. instructions) as well as architecture specific metrics such
as cache misses, run on a simulation model. The simulation model is configured to represent the
dCOMPUBRICK architecture. Configuration is done based on relevant parameters which describe
hardware features such as CPU clock speed, cache size, available memory, memory latency and
etc. of the existing server and the dReDBox compute node (see Figure 11).
The simulator models the execution of the application instruction on a processor that would be
used in the dReDBox. A detailed description of the simulator is given in Section 4.2.
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To validate our simulator we build simulation model representing our test server and compare the
real results with the simulation results.

Figure 10 - Simulation model validation

Currently, there is no dReDBox system available that our simulator model could be validated with.
However, the simulator is being validated in today’s server and it is parameterized to the expected
hardware features that there will be in the dReDBox system such as the ARM processor, the
memory latency, and network features. Figure 10 shows a diagram of the methodology following to
predict the performance of the dReDBox system. The simulator is parameterized accordingly to the
expected hardware features of the dReDBox system. The same profiling metrics obtained from the
previous application execution of the applications in today’s server would be used to obtain the
expected performance of the application in the dReDBox system. The expected performance will
correspond to the execution time of the application.
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Figure 11. Prediction of the dReDBox system performance

The initial simulation results present small errors (14.5% in the worst case) when compared to the
real execution of applications. Considering the obtained results, the simulation framework provides
accurate results and allows foreseeing impact in applications executions when executing on a
specific environment. In this regard, a sensibility analysis was also conducted in order to analyze
how the increase in the number of cycles to access memory would affect the execution of
applications. The conclusion of this analysis is that the applications under study are very sensitive
to memory latency. An increase of memory latency could substantially degrade the performance of
the applications. It is very important to keep the memory latency as low as possible to reduce the
potential degradation of the applications.

4.1 Application Profiling
The codes evaluated in our simulator are described below. These codes are typical computations
that the project’s user cases are mostly performing.
Matrix Multiplication: it is a single thread application that calculates the product of two
integer matrixes (A and B) and save it in a third matrix (C). The memory is managed
dynamically by using malloc calls. The input of the application is the two matrices. Several
matrices sizes will be considered in the experiments.
FFmpeg (Kinesense): it is a multimedia framework, able to decode, encode, transcode,
mux, demux, stream, filter and play several types of multimedia files Fab16. It is a
multiplatform tool that compiles and runs under a wide variety of build environments,
machine architectures and configurations. This application represents one stage of the
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Kinesense solution for video investigations. The input of the application is a video file.
Several videos of different sizes will be considered in the experiments.
AES

encryption

application

(Telefónica):

developed

an

application

that

encrypts/decrypts a file using the MCRYPT library based on AES encryption algorithm.
Libmcrypt is a thread-safe library providing a uniform interface to access several blocks and
stream encryption algorithms. This application represents one important phase of the VNF
application from Telefónica. The input of the application is the data to encrypt. This data
could be in memory or in a file in disk. Several data sizes will be considered in the
experiments.
HTTP Dissector (Naudit): This HTTP Dissector is able to process HTTP traffic up to
10Gbps whether from PCAP files or straight from the interface. Store transactions in hash
table, ip, port, etc. They save the requests and responses. The hash table is accessed
twice per request, one to save request and once to save the response. Once the memory is
dropped to virtual memory, it never goes back.
We have profiled the mentioned applications using the infrastructure detailed nodes of the
MareNostrum’s

supercomputer.

MareNostrum’s

nodes

consist

of

two

processors

Intel

SandyBridge-EP E5-2670/1600 20MB 8-core at 2.6 GHz with 32 GB DDR3-1600 memory
modules. Each core has 64KB of L1 cache (32 KB data and 32 KB instruction) and 256 KB of L2
cache. All eight cores share 20 MB of last level cache (LLC).
Table 17, Table 18, Table 19 and Table 20 show the profiling metrics obtained from the four
applications. The probabilities are showed in a percentage number. This metrics were extracted
using the Linux perf tool and the dependency information was obtained with a Pin tool called
Microarchitecture- Independent Characterization of Applications (MICA) Ken12. The dependency
information of the instruction shows the dependency among the instructions due to data
dependencies. It shows the probability that an instruction have with respect to the other
instructions that are ahead of the current instruction.
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Metrics
Number of instructions
Cycles
Branch (%)
Branch Miss (%)
Load (%)
Store (%)
L1 Load Miss (%)
L1 Store Miss (%)
L2 Load Miss (%)
L2 Store Miss (%)
LLC Load Miss (%)
LLC Store Miss (%)
Instruction Dependencies
(Probabilities)
Dependency 1
Dependency 2
Dependency 4
Dependency 8
Dependency 16
Dependency 32
Dependency 64
Ex. Time (Seconds)

Matrix Size = 800
2.95179E+10
1.57317E+10
1.93
0.13
13.16
1.92
14.26
0.12
41.73
0.12
0.07
67.32

Matrix Size = 2000
3.04547E+11
3.36926E+11
2.68
0.05
19.89
2.95
21.33
0.08
59.00
6.88
11.94
63.74

Matrix Size = 5000
4.75394E+12
5.19998E+12
2.65
0.02
24.85
2.35
17.74
0.06
69.86
17.13
5.34
63.46

60
67
76
76
77
79
81
4.85

53
55
62
62
64
70
70
102.46

51
53
62
62
64
68
68
1580.31

Table 17. Matrix Multiplication profiling information.

Metrics
Number of instructions
Cycles
Branch (%)
Branch Miss (%)
Load (%)
Store (%)
L1 Load Miss (%)
L1 Store Miss (%)
L2 Load Miss (%)
L2 Store Miss (%)
LLC Load Miss (%)
LLC Store Miss (%)
Instruction Dependencies
(Probabilities)
Dependency 1
Dependency 2
Dependency 4
Dependency 8
Dependency 16
Dependency 32
Dependency 64
Ex. Time (Seconds)

Video Size = 15 MB
2.97820E+10
1.96419E+10
9.99
3.07
18.32
6.71
5.04
5.50
21.76
65.31
24.83
15.57

Video Size = 2.2 GB
6.30732E+12
3.74468E+12
7.98
4.51
14.81
4.84
14.81
4.84
17.08
31.89
30.48
54.37

0.54
0.55
0.61
0.62
0.64
0.70
0.71
5.78

0.53
0.56
0.62
0.63
0.64
0.69
0.70
286.80

Table 18. FFmpeg profiling information.
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Metrics
Number of instructions
Cycles
Branch (%)
Branch Miss (%)
Load (%)
Store (%)
L1 Load Miss (%)
L1 Store Miss (%)
L2 Load Miss (%)
L2 Store Miss (%)
LLC Load Miss (%)
LLC Store Miss (%)
Instruction Dependencies
(Probabilities)
Dependency 1
Dependency 2
Dependency 4
Dependency 8
Dependency 16
Dependency 32
Dependency 64
Ex. Time (Seconds)

Input Size = 6 MB
1,02903E+11
1,23933E+11
20.85
0.45
12.90
3.87
11.28
6.63
38.00
40.20
28.90
9.39

Input Size = 120 MB
2,52156E+12
3,05453E+12
20.83
0.52
11.43
4.16
12.37
5.95
39.82
46.94
27.52
8.35

0.17
0.32
0.48
0.61
0.77
0.87
0.90
55.60

0.17
0.32
0.48
0.61
0.77
0.87
0.90
1056.21

Table 19. AES encryption application profiling.

Metrics
Number of instructions
Cycles
Branch (%)
Branch Miss (%)
Load (%)
Store (%)
L1 Load Miss (%)
L1 Store Miss (%)
L2 Load Miss (%)
L2 Store Miss (%)
LLC Load Miss (%)
LLC Store Miss (%)
Instruction Dependencies
(Probabilities)
Dependency 1
Dependency 2
Dependency 4
Dependency 8
Dependency 16
Dependency 32
Dependency 64
Ex. Time (Seconds)

Input Size = 24 MB
4.23469E+9
7.90972E+9
17,91
0.26
15.55
11.79
17.11
22.23
0.84
49.03
49.31
93.52

Input Size = 2.3 GB
4.37061E+9
7.52523E+9
16.61
0.22
13.51
11.01
18.86
23.13
0.68
47.62
46.69
96.34

0.27
0.36
0.46
0.72
0.90
0.90
0.91
2.50

0.27
0.36
0.46
0.72
0.90
0.90
0.91
2.41

Table 20. HTTP Dissector Application Profiling
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4.2 dReDBox Architecture Simulator
The simulator which we used is the iQ Dam14 queuing model simulator developed by BSC. iQ
emulates processor components by abstracting the implementation details into modular
components composed of queue structures, delay parameters and probabilistic driven message
generation and event control. Queuing models are based on using queue structures, message
passing and latency accumulation to produce experimental results. A message is received at the
tail of a queue structure, propagated until it reaches the head of the queue and then a delay is
added to emulate the amount of time that the action for that particular message or component is
determined to take. For example, in the case of an arithmetic unit such as an Integer ALU in a
processor, the queue can model the ALU input queue where the message being passed
represents a particular arithmetic instruction such as add, subtract, or equals, and the delay added
will depend on the amount of time the ALU unit typically takes to execute that arithmetic instruction.

Figure 12. iQ Simulator extended to represent the different components of dReDBox infrastructure.

Dependencies between instructions as well as between pipeline stages or within computation
resources (e.g. ALUs, branch predictors, Out-of-Order tracking) can also be accounted for
contingent on the system characteristics being modeled. These characteristics are also taken into
account in our simulator, in order to increase the accuracy of our simulator.
The simulation execution occurs as a collection of discrete events which in the model is
represented as one computational cycle. The execution progress is simulated within the queuing
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model for every event (i.e cycle). Total performance of the simulated architecture is measured as a
collection of processed messages per total events (instructions per cycle).
Figure 12 shows how we represent the dReDBox infrastructure using an extension of the iQ
simulator. In order to represent processors, memories and other components using queuing
models, we have implemented a modular queue structure that is capable of representing different
behaviors through a set of variable configurations. At the left-bottom side of Figure 12 is depicted
the module that is used to represent each component. The module is formed by a queue, a server
and a delay. The queue length and delays required to process instructions can be configured. The
length parameter is used to model resource contention and availability. The service time
(servTime) is the latency required to process an instruction until the following instruction may begin
processing. An instruction’s total execution time inside a compound module will be the sum of its
own servTime plus the service time of all previous executed instructions (pipelining). The lower the
service time, the higher level of pipelined and vice versa. The delay parameter is used to
complement the servTime to ensure the appropriate total delay is added to the instruction. The
rectangle located at the left-bottom of Figure 12 shows some examples of how to configure
servTime and delay values.
Instructions are generated according to the statistical information collected during the profiling
stage and these instructions are introduced at the entry point of the dCOMPUBRICKs (CB) as
shown in Figure 12. Then, depending on the probability values the instructions will move from one
queue to the other or to the sink (point a in the Figure 12). Instructions move from the different
levels of cache and the local memory. In the case that instructions need to access remote bricks
(I/O, Memory, etc.), they may need to go through the Optical Circuit Switch (OCS). If the accessed
brick has a port already configured, the latency is very low, but when ports need to be configured
an extra latency (around 25ms) should be paid.
The model represented in Figure 12 has been implemented using the Omnest simulation
framework. Figure 13 shows how the simulation model has been implemented using Omnest.
Instructions are generated (gen) using the statistical information generated during the profiling
stage. The control unit distributes the information among 4 functional units (2 Int ALUs, 1 Load unit,
1 Load/Store unit) and the level 1 of cache (cache1). Then, according to the miss probability at
each level, instructions move through the different units until instruction retirement.
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Figure 13. iQ simulator represented in Omnest.

4.3 Simulator Validation
In this section we present the preliminary results that have been obtained with the simulator
described in Section 4.2. The applications and the system used in order to extract the profiling
information are described in Section 4.1. As test bed we have selected the Matrix Multiplication,
FFmpeg and AES encryption applications.
Table 21 shows the Service Time and Delay that have been used in order to conduct the
simulations. In all cases we have used a server length of 10000 instructions.
Service Time (Cycles)

Delay (Cycles)

Int ALU 1

1

0

Int ALU 2

1

0

Branch Unit

1

0

L1 Load Cache

4

1

L1 Load/Store Cache

4

1

L2 Cache

5

3

L3 Cache

22

5

Main Memory

90

42

Disk

200

150

Module Name

Table 21. Processor and modules Service Time and Delays.
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Size

Real IPC

Simulated IPC

Error (%)

Matrix Mult.

800 int.

1.87

1.81

-2.93

Matrix Mult.

5000 int.

0.91

0.93

2.58

FFmpeg

15 MB.

1.52

1.30

-14.50

FFmpeg

2.2 GB.

1.68

1.60

-4.52

6 MB.

0.83

0.73

-12.33

Applications

AES Encryption

Table 22. Preliminary Simulation results obtained with the extended iQ simulator.

Table 22 shows the validation evaluation of the simulator. The validation is performed looking at
the IPC on the real and the simulation model for each application. The preliminary simulation
model shows up to 18.46% error between the real and the predicted IPC. This level of accuracy
could be enough to provide an early evaluation of the dReDBox system. The accuracy of the
simulator could be improved by taking into account more profiling information and include more
detailed models of the real hardware used dReDBox.

4.4 Memory Latency Impact
In order to analyze how the architectural changes introduced by dReDBox infrastructure may affect
the performance of applications, we have made a sensibility analysis. In this analysis we increase
the latency to access the memory. Taking into account that the latency to access memory can
increase due to the proposed disaggregation in dReDBox, it is important to analyze how this may
impact applications execution.
Figure 14 shows how the matrix multiplication application is affected by the increase in latency.
The base memory latency in these experiments is 132 cycles (indicative value), and then we
analyze how a latency increase to 200, 300 and 400 cycles affects the performance. As it can be
seen, the overhead increases significantly when the memory latency increases. In particular, for
2000-size matrices the overhead increases up to 32% in 400-cycle latency memory. Another
interesting insight is that the overhead from 200-cycle memory to 400-cycle memory is increased
3.5X which is more than double. This result shows that the overhead experienced by the
application is very sensitive to the memory latency.
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Figure 14. Matrix multiplication sensibility analysis.

Figure 15 and Figure 16 show how the FFmpeg and AES encryption applications are impacted by
the memory latency. A similar behavior is observed for these applications as well, although it can
be seen smaller overheads. In particular, the overheads are up to 17.6% and 12.9% for FFmpeg
and AES encryption, respectively. The AES encryption application is the one that shows the
smaller overheads.
As with the matrix multiplication the overhead is as well very sensitive to the memory latency. An
increase of the memory latency is degrading substantially the applications. Specifically, FFmpeg
increases up to 3.8X and AES encryption increases up to 8.6X when the memory latency only
doubles the latency.

Figure 15. FFmpeg application sensibility analysis.
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Figure 16. AES encryption application sensibility analysis.

4.5 Evaluating the benefit of the Memory Ballooning
Memory ballooning is an important feature of the dReDBox project. It will allow changing
dynamically the memory allocated to virtual machines. Virtual machines could allocate or
deallocate main memory based on the requirements of the applications running in the virtual
machine.
A preliminary evaluation of the impact of the memory ballooning on the performance of the usercases applications has been conducted. This evaluation estimates the performance benefit of
having more memory available to the user applications. In order to assess this, these experiments
were carried out running the applications on several virtual machines with different main memory
available to the applications. Figure 17 shows the execution time for ffmpeg application on multiple
virtual machine with different memory sizes. Main memory ranges from 100MB up to 1GB. As you
can see, the performance of the application degrades significantly on memory sizes lower than
500MB because the memory trashing effect. The performance increases linearly as the memory
size increases. Beyond 500MB the performance is the stable because this is the working set size
of the application.
This evaluation illustrates the benefit of allocating the memory dynamically in order to increase the
performance of the application through allocating more memory in order to reduce the memory
trashing effect. Furthermore, once the application finished then the memory size could go back to
the original size in order to avoid wasting memory that it is not needed anymore. This could be
done through the memory ballooning technique as well.
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Figure 17. Execution time of ffmpeg application on various memory sizes

5 Conclusions
This deliverable has laid the grounds of the various layers of the dReDBox architecture and
specified the major interfaces exposed by each layer. Per se, this forms a standalone contribution
towards standardizing the functionality to be delivered by each layer in a disaggregated datacenter
embodiment, as well as the signature of the interaction points among layers. For dReDBox, this is
a vital step to facilitate division of work within work packages – specifically WP4, 4 and 5, where
the various layers are to be further specified, designed and prototyped – and guarantee seamless
interplay during integration. The deliverable also presented first results of exploring the impact of
certain system parameters and target operating points of the whole system to the application usecases that dReDBox employs to show the value of the approach.
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